
Meeting of the Scarborough Energy Committee 

 

Dec 9, 2010 

 

Meeting began at 8:10 AM. 

 

Committee Members Present:  Judy Roy, Deb McDonough, Ian Engleman, Scott Berube, Mark 

Follansbee 

 

Others Present: Tom Hall, Keith Mathern, Ann Archino Howe  

 

Absent: Rick Meinking, Sean Flaherty 

 

Approve minutes: Ian, Rick.  No objections. 

 

Discussion:   Freedom Energy Logistics 

Jerry Tudin, Greg Thompson 

Broker dealer to ISO-NE pool. 

 Background:  ISO-NE manages the New England power pool, regulators. 

 Considered a mature market.   

 Formed during deregulation with the idea that competition would reduce prices. 

 Separation of CMP and the supplier. 

 FEL founded to market supply.   

 Few organizations have made use of the tools available to compete. 

 Retail suppliers focused on the largest users, benefit primarily to the largest companies. 

 “Standard Offer” – the default. Three sized customers: small, medium, large. 

  Large providers bid to supply standard offer. 

  Rebid 6 months commercial, 1 year residential. 

  ~6 companies have shared these bids.   

 New organization:  Glacial energy just entered the residential market. 

 Connecticut has a competitive plan, but margins are higher. 

 Retail suppliers ~10 or so, looking for individual large customers. 

 FEL moving into municipal supply group.  Blending opportunity. 

 Lower taxes?  Lower expenses?  Generate revenue?  Sustainability? 

 Move a cost center to a revenue center for the town. 

 Renewables:  Renewable energy credits, Maine has standards. 

  Low impact hydro, 3 mils, keep them alive. 

 Bring municipality into the pool.   

  Purchase power at the raw rate of retail suppliers.  

  Town makes decisions with the savings. 

  Residential: 9.02 now, 8.5 coming. 

  FEL can do 7.5, (raw at ~4.5)  Benefit to residents.  

  Revenue for the municipality.  Playing the retail supply game. 

 FEL does the management.  Costs include full management. 

 Sidebar:  Glacial. 

 Town/School bills aren’t the financial driver.  Need to blend on/off peak. 



 Residential/small customers are attractive because they’re carrying the market. 

 Most of this is peak power, but there is margin.   

 FEL focuses where there’s margin.   

 Dynamic pricing:  Not yet important for residential customers. 

 Residents fear that dynamic pricing would penalize customers that aren’t willing/able to  

alter behavior. 

 Too complicated for average residential customers.  

 Residents will have to opt in.  How do we get them to sign on?   

  Explain they’re being over charged, town is fighting for them. 

 Medium users are tough to help, standard offer is competitive. 

 We could choose to subsidize their electricity if we want to.   

 Large customers are not going to join the municipal grouping. 

 Competition?  Other companies unlikely to undercut, FEL margins slim. 

 Can we really guarantee 10% savings?  Set price after Standard Offer does.  

 

January 12, 7:00 PM 

 Comprehensive Energy Plan.  Most work to be completed before the meeting. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 9:30 AM     


